2020 Annual Report
Delivering the Exceptional Through the Unexpected

“There is nothing DCI people can’t do, and we’ll do
whatever is necessary to take care of our customers,
no matter what’s going on around us.”
— Sarah Fankhauser
DCI President & CEO

Rising to the Challenge
Thrust into a ‘new normal‘, 2020 was a year
of imposed challenge and creativity at DCI.

With little warning, 2020 forced us to adapt and respond to new demands—from the most mundane
to the most complicated and intricate—in innovative, resourceful ways.
Challenge Accepted

Promise Delivered

But for all its turmoil, 2020 was held in check because of

Our conversion teams in particular had to rethink

one thing—DCI people who did what they always do

and retool—yet never missed a beat—successfully

for those we serve: delivering the exceptional through the

completing entirely remote core conversions involving

unexpected, by any means necessary.

complex coordination, custom programming and
time constraints that would have been unprecedented

This was exemplified by our essential workers

even under normal circumstances.

in operations who heroically faced the physical
hand work that could not be completed virtually

Success in Ingenuity

or alone—but still had to be done, without fail.

While 2020 challenged our resourcefulness and
imagination, we came through it with a renewed sense

In other areas, from vast new developments in

of purpose and drive, knowing that we can adjust to

iCore360 and digital banking, to complex

and overcome anything. And despite all obstacles,

infrastructure changes, sales, customer support and

DCI people continued to deliver the outstanding

more, each person and process had to adapt to a

customer service and technological support that our

new world of remote work and virtual communications.

clients expect, making sure DCI finished the year strong
and in a great position heading into 2021.
2021 will continue to pose unique challenges
and demands for all of us, but we look forward
with hope knowing that DCI, our people, our
customers and all of humanity will endure to
meet a better future together, side by side.
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Letter to Shareholders
In a year of global turmoil and unprecedented
challenges, DCI persevered to finish strong
with high client loyalty and record-setting revenues, while completing significant upgrades to
iCore360, our digital-forward applications and our technology infrastructures.
Financial Performance

Shareholder impact for 2020 included a net

For another year in a row, we recorded our

book value per share increase of $30.26 and

highest-ever annual revenue at nearly $36 million,

dividends of $7 per share, resulting in $710K

an increase of 8% over 2019, with a $2.1 million

returned to shareholders. DCI has now returned over

increase in stockholder equity. Operating income finished

$10.3M in capital to our shareholders since 2004.

at $3.7 million for a 14.9% increase, and net income
finished at $3.7 million, an improvement of 47.8%.

New and Existing Client Success
With a full and newly revitalized sales staff, we exceeded

This strong financial performance is due in part to

quota expectations, welcoming many new core clients,

several new clients, sales of new products to existing

opening new DCI markets, and gaining substantial

clients, increased card transactions, higher overall

growth in our non-core ancillary and digital-forward

client deposit balances and PPP loan programs

solutions among both existing and new clients.

which generated higher loan volume and asset growth
for many of our clients. Additionally, some expenses

Many existing customers expanded their footprint

such as travel were much lower due to the pandemic,

through mergers/acquisitions and contracted for

effectively reducing overall operating expenses.

310 new services that resulted in $625,000 in one-time
revenues and $610,000 in recurring annual fees.

DCI Presidents
Through the Years
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Donald Lindt
1963—1977

Grady Hopper
1977—1996

In addition, we continued to enjoy great client loyalty

Infrastructure

and satisfaction, renewing nearly 100% of eligible

We continued our data center migration to our new

contracts, proving the value of our client-focused

level-5, state-of-the-art secure and redundant caverns

principles. Furthermore, in recent years, the asset size of

facility near Kansas City. Over 60% of our virtual servers

the average DCI client has more than doubled, along with

and data have been migrated, including all customer

a substantial increase in the average size of prospective

databases and CMS websites. When complete, this

clients, and the number of clients over $1billion in assets.

multi-million-dollar migration will provide our customers

Today, DCI enjoys a 72% increase in total clients over the

with the highest-ever capabilities for system

past 10 years, and a 270% increase in total client assets,

performance, readiness, redundancy,

proving DCI solutions have the flexibility to grow as our

expansion and security.

banks grow, bringing expansion and success for all.

“Excellent service!”
— Matthew Ferguson
Angelina Savings Bank, TX

AJ Krail
1996—2003

John Jones
2003—2020

Sarah Fankhauser
2020—Present
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Product Development

This change also spawned other executive leadership

The iCore360 development teams made exciting

advancements, including Dennis Queal to EVP and

headway in 2020, including initiatives for loan origination

CFO; Sencer Tasan to CTO; Daren Fankhauser to

and management, dual interface debit cards, enhanced

SVP/Chief Development Officer/Chief Architect;

document recognition, account analysis and work

Tanna Faulkner to SVP Sales and Digital Channels;

instrumental in the data center migration.

and Susan Flores to SVP Customer Support.

Another substantial development was our April

This updated executive management team wasted no

acquisition of the Vetter technology suite, including

time crafting a new multi-point strategic plan to grow

online account opening. The acquisition was particularly

DCI and keep the company relevant in the dramatically

timely due to COVID-19 and banks looking for more

changing bank technology industry.

ways to digitally connect with customers. This acquisition
will play an integral part in our overall digital strategy

Sadly, we also experienced the passing of our

as part of the newly branded iCoreGO product suite,

founder, Nation Meyer, at the age of 98. Nation

with plans to further enhance capabilities for both

stayed closely connected to DCI his entire life. He will

consumer and commercial deliverables.

be missed and his life-long advocacy for his community
and the banking industry at large has been a monumental

To that end, our digital GoBanking team also released

influence for which we will all be forever grateful. We will

a completely new suite of native mobile banking apps,

continue to honor his legacy by following the principles

improving both the visual and responsive design. 2021

on which he founded DCI nearly 60 years ago—a

development plans include a complete redesign of our

commitment to purpose-driven service and innovation,

new web-based Teller system, advancements in real-time

built on integrity, collaborative relationships, and a

payments, scalability and performance enhancements

promise to always place people before profits.

and omni-channel fraud initiatives.
Looking Ahead with Independence
Leadership Changes

We are proud of the progress made in 2020

Amid the challenges and struggles of 2020 were

and anticipate 2021 will be another positive year

new leadership changes both uplifting and poignant.

for DCI and our clients. On behalf of everyone at

We bid fond farewell to DCI President and CEO John

DCI, we express our deepest gratitude for the trust,

Jones, who retired after 20 distinguished years, passing

loyalty and support of our clients through the years,

the baton to Sarah Fankhauser as our fifth President and

and we look forward to many more.

CEO, and currently the only female CEO among major
core providers in the U.S. core bank technology industry.
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Keith Hughes
Chairman of the Board
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Customer Care
2020 challenged everyone to adapt to a
new normal that was completely abnormal.
But DCI people have always been industrious, flexible and, most of all, committed to
doing whatever is necessary for our customers.
Virtually No Impact

Although COVID restrictions kept our customer

Our customer support teams rose to the challenge

relationship managers closer to home in 2020, they

and quickly pivoted to ensure that providing our stellar

were still able to conduct 450 bank visits. In between

support could be done virtually, as we successfully

the in-person visits, they contacted customers by phone

transitioned from our usual in-person interactions to all

or virtually to ensure every client was receiving the

remote contact in early 2020, with no noticeable impact

services and support they needed. Whether virtually or

on the quality or quantity of our customer service.

face-to-face, these quarterly visits provided the chance
to exchange ideas, address product service updates,

Our customer care specialists still answered all

gather special requests and offer strategic advice.

inquiries—whether by phone, email, chat or web
request—with a live, knowledgeable team member,

As a result, our relationship managers maintained

24/7/365, and resolved 75% of all inquiries on the

a near 100% renewal rate for all contracts up for

first contact. When follow up was necessary, they did

voluntary renewal in 2020 and contracted for 310

so with an average 15-minute response time. Customer

new DCI product/services with existing customers.

communications were further enhanced by an updated
version of our Online Chat, which allowed specialists
more functionality when messaging with customers.

“We are so glad we are back with DCI.
There really is no comparison.”
— Trish Minard
Southwest National Bank, KS
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2020 Customer Satisfaction

On-site Restrictions Prove No Challenge

This same professional services team also kept their

In another feat of adaptability under pressure, our

commitments to complete 24 operational reviews, helping

professional services team made sure that our full

existing customers take full advantage of their iCore360

schedule of new core client conversions, mergers and

features to improve overall efficiency and profitability.

digital banking implementations all went ahead on time
and as planned, with little or no staff on-site. Epitomizing

Online Instruction Provides New Value

this adaptability was our first-ever completely remote core

Hundreds of clients rediscovered the value of our online

conversion in April. This conversion involved a significant

education and training, from virtual webinars and

amount of custom client programming and had to be

classrooms to a full catalog of how-to videos available

completed in less than half the time usually reserved for a

on demand via the DCI University feature in iCore360—

typical conversion with no programming, and with no staff

including new courses on online cash management and

on site. Trish Minard, Southwest National Bank president

2020 iCore360 release enhancements.

and CEO, said, “I can’t believe what DCI pulled off so
successfully,” adding, “All the custom programming was
highly skilled and the whole process was an outstanding
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achievement that no other core would have done for us.”

For the safety of our customers, we canceled our annual

Satisfaction by the Numbers

banker conference and eBanking User Group meeting

Our annual customer satisfaction survey in

in Kansas City, and instead hosted our first-ever virtual

the fall was once again a tremendous success.

conference online, boasting our largest-ever attendance.

All our core clients responded with an overall

The event was provided to all clients for free and still

satisfaction rating of 92%, continuing a

featured a full schedule of workshops, training, exhibitor

decades-long streak of average satisfaction

showcase and presentations by expert speakers from

ratings at—or above—90%!

the ABA, ICBA, Federal Reserve and more.
These solid survey numbers reinforce that not even a
During the event we also recognized Larry Witt, CIOO

global pandemic can weaken our commitment to our

for Prosper Bank in Coatesville, Pennsylvania, who was

customers, and that our values of trust, loyalty and putting

named the recipient of our 7th annual Nation Meyer

the customer first really do make a measurable difference.

Innovative Banker Award, praised by his coworkers for
his valuable contributions to his bank and his community.

“We are very, very satisfied any time
we call DCI for help. Thank you all!”
— Janet Konrade
Ford County State Bank, KS
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Research & Development
DCI research and development engineers quickly
adapted to a world in chaos and stayed razor-focused
to complete two major enhancement releases for iCore360, implement a real time payments solution,
and release exciting new upgrades to our suite of digital banking solutions.

“I have been impressed with the willingness
of DCI to listen to feedback, make changes
and take bank input seriously.”
— Michelle Corona
10

Oregon Pacific Bank, OR

Enhancing Core Workflows, Functionality

Our complete online banking redesign in 2019 was

Major 2020 developments for iCore360

mated with an all-new redesign of our digital GoMobile

involved several loan enhancements, including

mobile app, which included a new, responsive visual

our new loan origination system with custom

design, many new improvements in performance and

workflows that quickly received great customer

functionality, plus iPay enhancements, new account

reviews and interest. Other iCore360 user workflows

viewing options, quick links and contextual navigation.

gained efficiencies with enhanced branch capture
recognition, new dynamic deposit forms, updated

Perhaps more significant was our timely

custom statements, dual interface debit cards and more.

acquisition of Vetter technologies in April,
augmenting our digital banking suite with new

We also brought our banks the ability to receive

solutions for customer acquisition and onboarding,

real-time payments via The Clearing House, making

including 90-second online account opening.

DCI one of only a few cores in the nation able to provide
these services, with plans to expand them in 2021.

As part of our overall strategic plan, we anticipated
the growing demand for these kind of digital solutions to

Another major upgrade was the massive,

close a key gap for many community banks to digitally

system-wide migration to a new Linux cloud-ready

compete with larger financial institutions while continuing

operating system. This new platform greatly optimizes

to cultivate close, personal relationships with their

processing performance and scalable data capacity,

customers. In 2019, we integrated the Vetter solutions

with tighter overall security and data safeguards.

directly into iCore360 like our online, mobile and voice

Plus, transaction capacity can be more easily added

solutions, but designed them for use by any bank or

and quickly deployed into production.

credit union, regardless of their core.

Expanding to Meet the New Digital Landscape

In 2020, these solutions were then folded into the

In 2020, the timing of our digital development

newly branded and expanding iCoreGO digital

initiatives serendipitously coincided with what

banking suite, along with other current and future

became a new normal of conducting more of

digital applications for online/mobile banking,

everyday life, including banking, digitally.

voice, mobile deposit, electronic statements,
custom website design/hosting, bill pay and more.
We also added new engineers to aggressively
expand and enhance these digital solutions to
support the quickly growing market for iCoreGO.
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All these are just a few of the many 2020 developments

Modifications to our card chargeback

designed to help our clients increase their productivity,

system will improve chargeback

competitiveness, and efficiency. Most important, these

solutions for better/faster transaction

developments and plans are a result of direct customer

settlements, added efficiencies and

feedback and requests voted on by our customer-led

heightened communication between

user groups, which still remained highly effective in

banks and merchants.

a virtual format in 2020.
We will also expand our real-time
This close collaboration with users is a key part in

payment capabilities through The

how we ensure that our developments are truly

Clearing House to immediately clear and

customer centric. By listening and collaborating

settle payments bringing faster, safer and

with our customers we gain invaluable insight into

smarter digital commerce to our customers.

which developments are the most meaningful to

When ready, these services will include

them and their customers as a part of their daily lives.

the FedNow platform as well.

2021 Initiatives

Another significant project in the works for 2021 is a

DCI customers have many exciting developments to

total redesign of our DCI Teller solution, using the same

watch for in 2021. Most significantly, we will continue

advanced .NET technology as iCore360 and iCoreGO.

aggressively expanding our iCoreGO offerings and

This new redesign, built with input from key focus groups

capabilities, including a new commercial on-line

and users, will include vast visual, performance and

account opening option through GoDeposits.

feature enhancements, and will enable faster, more
seamlessly distributed release upgrades for all users.
We have also committed to bringing DCI clients
a new, affordable and top-scale omni-channel
fraud solution for ACH, card, wires, Internet and
checks. When complete, this comprehensive solution
will not only reduce risks, but minimize fraud losses
and help retain revenue across channels.
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2020 iCore360 Highlights
• iCore360 Loan Origination System
with Custom Workflows
• Real-Time Payments
• State Right to Cure Notices
• Automated Visa/Mastercard Account Updates
• Enhanced Branch Capture Document Recognition
• Dual Interface Cards with EMV,
Mag Stripe and Antenna
• Card Transaction Authorization
• New Quick Internal Transfers
• Reduced Inactivity Timeouts
• Customized Loan Level Fields
• Investor Payoff Adjustment
• GL Unposted Exceptions and Eliminations
• Loan Application Added to Wire System
• Card Chargeback—Automated Provisional Credit
• New Stimulus Payments Report
• Teller Remote Override via iCore360

2020 iCoreGO Highlights
• Visual Redesign and Enhancements
for GoMobile and Administrators
• GoOpen End-to-End Online
Deposit Account Opening
• Expanded Account Status Options
• New and Enhanced Reporting
• Performance and Internal Efficiencies
• iPay Enhancements
• Same Day Onboarding
• Improved MFA Device Tracking
• Admin Chat with DCI Support
• Vertifi Enhancements
13

2021 iCore360 Initiatives
• Real-Time Payments Enhancement
• Teller Complete Redesign
• Card Chargeback Enhanced Efficiencies
• Omni-channel Fraud
• Mastercard Address Verification Mandate
• Additional Fraud Scoring Options
• Multi-Factor Authentication Updates
• ACH Regulatory Changes
• Account Number Generation in
Deposit Account Origination
• GL Screen Enhancements
• Single Sign-On Enhancements
• Real Time Customer Information Update
• Document Imaging Exception Tracking
• Additional Mastercard and Visa Quarterly Reporting

2021 iCoreGO Initiatives
• Additional Enhanced Reporting
• GoOpen Commercial Account Opening
• Instant Balances on GoMobile
• New GoLive (CMS) Tiered Product Offering
• Real-Time Payments
• User Experience Improvements
• Custom Themes
• Enhanced Account Alerts
• Messaging System Improvements
• Improved Customer Security Notifications
• Build and Release Automation
• Vertifi UI Refresh
• Glia Integration
• Real-Time Updates to iCore360
• Card Disputes via GoBanking
14

• Native App Push of MFA Codes

“We found everything we were
looking for with iCore360!”
— Craig A. Smith
Mount Vernon Bank & Trust Co., IA
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Sales & Marketing
Even a pandemic could not stop our DCI sales
and marketing teams from introducing the
DCI difference to banks across the country.

From virtual demos and video calls to enhanced social media, virtual events and expanded digital media,
we once again achieved new levels of success in sales and brand recognition.
Experience Enhances Sales Results

Banking on Our Differences

Driving our sales success is a revived and

Early in the year, DCI executives were invited to meet

expanded team of sales consultants and product

with the ABA Core Platforms Committee in Washington,

specialists that are the most experienced we’ve ever

D.C., to discuss the ABA’s initiative for improving

assembled, including new specialists dedicated to

bank-core relationship principles and standards.

extend the reach of our ancillary and digital-forward

As a result, we gained increased national attention

solutions to more non-core banks and credit unions.

and capitalized with key marketing initiatives to
demonstrate how the ideas of fair contracts,

This dynamic team—along with a strengthened electronic

transparency and open access to data

footprint through social media communications and

are not new ideas for DCI. We’ve

virtual interactions—successfully conducted the entire

actually been living by these principles

sales process remotely for several new clients,

since our inception. These values

resulting in increased RFPs, consultant engagements

have always differentiated us

and referrals. Several new core customers were

from others in the industry.

added, including those in expanding DCI markets
in North Dakota, Iowa and Kentucky.

Other initiatives included expanded
media coverage with several

Once again it was particularly satisfying to welcome

high-profile features in industry

back another former core client who noted our

trade publications, press releases,

top-notch service and support as a motivating factor

digital advertising and a boosted

for their return, saying, “We are so glad we are back

social media presence to expand

with DCI. There really is no comparison.”

awareness of DCI principles, products,
news, events, leadership and accomplishments,
all generating an increase in organic online
traffic and inquiries from potential clients.
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With an increased market interest in DCI ancillary

Focusing on consumers that choose to bank

and digital-forward products, and management’s

remotely, the brand iCoreGO was chosen, giving

decision to expand this line of business, it became

these non-core, consumer-facing solutions their own

clear that a rebrand of our digital products was

identity. All current and future DCI multi-channel

necessary to better reach potential clients being

applications are now part of the iCoreGO product line.

newly introduced to DCI as well as our existing
customers, and our expanding non-core client base.
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Social Media

29

%
259
increase

%

average audience increase
across major channels

240
increase

%

%
60
+
increase
Twitter
Engagement
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Facebook
Engagement

LinkedIn
Engagement

Customers and employees alike enthusiastically

DCI continues to show that it is a proven

embraced the new branding, which was rolled

leader that financial institutions can rely and

out in an aggressive campaign of press releases,

thrive on in today’s digital economy.

advertising, social media and expanded web presence.
As 2021 begins, we are on track to sign more new
Proven Leadership

core contracts in the first quarter than ever before. This

DCI again garnered industry recognition after being

momentum—paired with perhaps our most promising

ranked as a top financial technology provider in the 17th

pipeline of prospective core customers ever, the increased

annual IDC Financial Insights FinTech Top 100 ranking.

attention on our iCoreGO digital suite and our expanding
social and digital media presence—will ensure 2021 is
another one of our most successful years.

“Very satisfied and very glad we made the change.”
— Ina Reed
The Peoples Bank, MD
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“DCI by far is the best,
hands down! A true partner.”
— Pauline Lòpez-Lutz
Western Heritage Bank, TX
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Systems & Operations
DCI systems and network engineers were ready at the
helm to maintain the stability, security and readiness

of our infrastructure, easily adapting to the necessity of preparing, testing and training for a remote environment.
Thorough Preparation Ensures Seamless Transition

Heightened Performance

Early in-depth work-from-home exercises, network

By upgrading and streamlining software systems,

capacity testing, communication system upgrades

our operations teams dramatically increased overall

and training sessions helped all employees properly

ATM network and inhouse card VRU performance in

prepare for the new normal and pandemic awareness,

2020. These teams also completed infrastructure to

business continuity practices and information security.

support our completely new, enhanced CSA statements

Through this stringent preparation and guidance, our

with exciting full-color formats and custom options

engineers successfully enabled nearly all DCI employees

for both traditional and online versions.

to work and collaborate remotely, with no disruption in
service or support to our customers.

Amid all this, our systems engineers also continued
the massive infrastructure migration to our new

Enhanced Security

state-of-the-art redundant, level-5 secure data center

Additionally, we implemented stricter hardware

located in an underground cavern near Kansas City.

and software lifecycle processes, exceeding examiner
requirements to further ensure the security and reliability

Data Center Migration Reaching Completion

of our organizational systems and data. We also

Entering the final stages of the project, our teams

migrated our development databases to a new

achieved over 60% migration of all DCI virtual servers

operating system, improving development coding,

and data in 2020, including all customer databases,

processes, overall performance and administration.

CMS sites and all file server activities. When complete
in 2021, this multi-million-dollar data center project will

Other security measures included upgraded

provide our most comprehensive capabilities ever for

hardware for disaster recovery systems and quarterly

system performance, efficiencies, security and disaster

site testing; greater scanning capabilities to track and

readiness, rivaling—or surpassing—any in the industry.

prioritize vulnerabilities across all assets and networks;
a new, more secure corporate DMZ network; and
renewed PCI and FFIEC certifications.
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In Memoriam
Amid the challenges and struggles of 2020,
came the loss of our founder, Nation Meyer.
Nation’s life-long advocacy for his community and the banking industry at large is a monumental
influence we will miss, but a legacy we are proud to continue.
Shared Data Processing Becomes a Reality

“Nation provided the solid foundation for

It was Nation’s vision of shared data processing that

DCI to grow and serve banks nationwide with

gave birth to the idea of DCI. Through his dedication

customer-focused innovation and integrity for

and direction, he and three other Kansas bankers

the past several decades, and for more to come,”

launched DCI in 1961, creating the first data processing

added Fankhauser. “We will always honor his legacy

company of its kind west of the Mississippi and one

with pride. He will be forever fondly remembered

of only six in the entire United States.

at DCI and throughout the banking community.”

Nation continued to help shape the direction and

The Legacy Continues

focus of our company, serving on the board of

Nation and his original three partners are

directors until 2000. He remained a staunch

commemorated on a bronze plaque in the lobby

champion of DCI his entire life, and in an interview

of the DCI headquarters. And in 2014, DCI established

for the company’s 45th anniversary commented,

the annual Nation Meyer Innovative Banker Award

“It’s gone far beyond what I ever dreamed possible.”

to honor and perpetuate Nation’s legacy by
recognizing a different DCI banker each year for
their contribution toward the betterment of their bank,
community, DCI and the industry as a whole.

“Nation Meyer was a true visionary who created a new
concept of cooperative bank data processing, paving the
way for generations of innovation in banking technology.”
— Sarah Fankhauser
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DCI President & CEO

Nation Meyer

DCI Founder, Client & Board Member

1922—2020
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Independent Auditor’s Report
The Board of Directors—Data Center, Inc.

auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks

Report on the Financial Statements

of material misstatement of the financial statements,

We have audited the accompanying financial statements

whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk

of Data Center, Inc. which comprise the balance sheets as

assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant

of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the related statements of

to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the

income, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the years then

financial statements in order to design audit procedures

ended and the related notes to financial statements.

that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair

such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the

presentation of these financial statements in accordance with

appropriateness of accounting policies used and the

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States

reasonableness of significant accounting estimates

of America; this includes the design, implementation and

made by management, as well as evaluating the

maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation

overall presentation of the financial statements.

and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide

Auditor’s Responsibility

a basis for our audit opinion.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits. We conducted

Opinion

our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above

accepted in the United States of America. Those standards

present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of

require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain

Data Center, Inc. as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and

reasonable assurance about whether the financial

the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then

statements are free from material misstatement.

ended in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
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financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the

January 20, 2021
Wichita, Kansas

Balance Sheets
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable
Financing receivables, contract costs and prepaid expenses
Income taxes receivable
Inventory
Total current assets
Property & Equipment
Land
Building and improvements
Equipment
Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization
Total property and equipment
Other Assets & Software
Financing receivables, contract costs and prepaid expenses
Other investments
Software, less accumulated amortization of $11,808,838 and $10,326,216
Total other assets and software
Total assets

2020

2019

$8,839,669
4,210,481
4,887,847
-23,280

$7,670,397
3,631,644
4,781,050
60,695
60,127

17,961,277

16,203,913

254,787
4,408,191
11,874,823
16,537,801
12,715,629

254,787
4,462,545
11,401,982
16,119,314
11,815,694

3,822,172

4,303,620

3,351,628
2,500,200
8,480,845

3,493,060
2,500,200
8,370,827

14,332,673

14,364,087

$ 36,116,122 $ 34,871,620

LIABILITIES
LIABILITIESAND
ANDSTOCKHOLDERS’
STOCKHOLDERS’EQUITY
EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accrued savings and retirement plan contribution
Income taxes payable
Contract liabilities (deferred revenue)

2020
2020

2019
2019

$640,962
1,052,763
424,000
147,589
697,721

$1,160,768
1,454,785
375,000
-798,252

2,963,035

3,788,805

485,000

560,000

3,448,035

4,348,805

Stockholders' Equity
Common stock, $1 par value; authorized 500,000 shares, 101,298 outstanding
in 2020 and 104,447 shares outstanding in 2019, net of shares held in treasury 421,768
Additional paid-in capital
4,413,473
Retained earnings
44,126,571

421,768
4,413,473
41,061,067

48,961,812

45,896,308

16,293,725

15,373,493

32,668,087

30,522,815

$36,116,122

$34,871,620

Total current liabilities
Other Liabilities
Deferred income taxes
Total liabilities

Less treasury stock at cost; 320,470 and
317,321 shares in 2020 and 2019
Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statements of Income
2020

2019

$35,970,339

$33,307,719

20,017,699
4,672,381
3,176,668
889,550
2,480,584
1,053,200
32,290,082

17,901,852
4,866,218
2,964,199
1,023,225
2,296,096
1,052,978
30,104,568

Operating income

3,680,257

3,203,151

Other income (expense):
Interest, net
Financing receivables, net
Rental income
Gain (loss) on disposal of software and equipment
equipment
Total other income

13,485
67,338
58,126
864,533
864,533
1,003,482

85,995
(1,561)
129,720
(52,925)
(52,925)
161,229

Income before income taxes

4,683,739

3,364,380

Provision for income taxes

1,001,000

872,000

Net income

$3,682,739

$2,492,380

Revenues, net
Operating expenses:
Salaries and payroll tax
Other employee expense and benefits
Maintenance and processing
Occupancy
Depreciation and amortization
Administrative
Total operating expenses

Statements of Stockholders’ Equity
Balance at December 31, 2018
Change in accounting – revenue recognition
Purchase of 208 shares
Dividend to shareholders
Net income
Balance at December 31, 2019
Purchase of 3,149 shares
Dividend to shareholders
Net income
Balance at December 31, 2020

Common
Stock

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

$421,768

$4,413,473

Retained
Earnings
$39,418,408
(290,441)

Treasury
Stock
$(15,315,979)
(57,514)

421,768

$421,768

4,413,473

(559,280)
2,492,380
41,061,067

$4,413,473

(617,235)
3,682,739
$44,126,571
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(15,373,493)
(920,232)
$(16,293,725)

Total
$28,937,670
(290,441)
(57,514)
(559,280)
2,492,380
30,522,815
(920,232)
(617,235)
3,682,739
$32,668,087

Statements of Cash Flow
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash flow from operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
(Gain) loss on disposal of software and equipment
Financing receivables, net
Amortization of contract costs
Deferred income taxes
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Financing receivables, contract costs and prepaid expenses
Income taxes
Inventory
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accrued savings and retirement plan contribution
Contract liabilities (deferred revenue)
Net cash flow from operating activities

2020

2019

$3,682,739

$2,492,380

2,480,584
(864,533)
(67,338)
171,068
(75,000)

2,296,096
52,925
1,561
243,591
92,000

(578,837)
(69,095)
208,284
36,847
(519,806)
(402,022)
49,000
(100,531)
3,951,360

(111,237)
(2,679,834)
142,343
(23,711)
654,192
459,248
55,000
(743,153)
2,931,401

Cash flows from investing activities:
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment
Proceeds from sale of software, net
Purchase of property and equipment
Purchase of other investments
Acquisition of software assets
Purchase of software
Net cash flow from investing activities

237,100
1,950,000
(589,081)
-(2,500,000)
(342,640)
(1,244,621)

--(2,652,591)
(2,500,200)
-(727,686)
(5,880,477)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Acquisition of treasury stock
Dividend to shareholders
Net cash flow from financing activities

(920,232)
(617,235)
(1,537,467)

(57,514)
(559,280)
(616,794)

Net change in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year
Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information:
Income tax payments net of refunds

1,169,272

(3,565,870)

7,670,397

11,236,267

$8,839,669

$7,670,397

$867,716

$637,657
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Notes to Financial Statements
1. NATURE OF BUSINESS AND SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Business Operations – Data Center, Inc. (Company) is incorporated under the laws of the
State of Kansas. The Company’s primary business is to provide core banking software
and technology services to financial institutions. The Company conducts business in nearly
all states and extends credit to all customers. The Company’s shareholders are financial
institutions; most of which are also customers, and therefore related parties.
Estimates – The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities
and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements
and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual
results could differ from those estimates.
Cash – The Company maintains its cash in bank deposit accounts that, at times, may
exceed federally insured limits. The Company has not experienced any losses in such
accounts. The Company believes it is not exposed to any significant credit risk on its
cash accounts.
Accounts Receivable – Accounts receivable are carried at original invoice amount.
Receivables are written off against the allowance when deemed uncollectible. Recoveries
of receivables previously written off are recorded when received. Accounts receivable
are considered past due after 30 days. Interest is not normally charged on past due
amounts. Management believes that the Company’s customers are creditworthy, and
all receivables are collectible; therefore, the Company does not have an allowance
for doubtful accounts as of December 31, 2020 and 2019.
Inventory – Inventories primarily consist of equipment, software and licenses purchased
and held for resale and are stated at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Cost is
generally determined on the specific identification method.
Property and Equipment – Property and equipment assets are recorded at cost and are
depreciated over their estimated useful lives using the straight-line method, as follows:
Building and improvements
Equipment

15 – 25 years
3 – 10 years

When assets are retired or otherwise disposed of, the cost and related accumulated
depreciation are removed from the accounts, and any resulting gain or loss is reflected
in income. The cost of maintenance and repairs is charged to expense as incurred;
significant renewals and betterments are capitalized. Depreciation expense for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019 was $997,962 and $882,418, respectively.
Software – Costs to acquire software products are capitalized and amortized
over economic useful lives ranging between three and 15 years. Research and
development costs and other normal maintenance costs are expensed when
incurred. Amortization expense for the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019 was $1,482,622 and $1,413,678, respectively.
Other Investments – The Company has other equity investment securities without a
readily determinable fair value that are carried at cost less any impairment plus or
minus changes resulting from observable price changes. As of December 31, 2020
and 2019, there was no impairment or any observable price changes.
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets – Whenever events or changes in circumstances
occur that indicate the carrying amount of long-lived assets (property or equipment
and software) may not be recoverable, management reviews the assets for possible
impairment. Management’s review of long-lived assets indicates that, at this time,
there is no material impairment for 2020 or 2019.

Deconversion revenues are recognized when a contract with a customer has been
terminated and the Company has no further performance obligations left with the
customer; this method does not vary materially from U.S. accounting principles. Such
deconversion revenues are approximately $524,000 and $1,490,000 in 2020 and
2019, respectively.
Performance Obligations Recognized Over Time – In-house and non-core revenue is
generated from software maintenance for ongoing client support and software usage,
which includes a license and ongoing customer support. These fees are typically billed to
the customer annually in advance and recognized ratably over the maintenance term.
Contract Assets – Financing receivables are contract assets primarily resulting from
advances made to customers to repay contractual, one-time charges due to the
Company over the life of the contract. The Company analyzes contract language to
identify if a significant financing component exists and adjusts the transaction price for any
material effects of the time value of money if the timing of payments provides either party
to the contract with a significant benefit of financing the transaction.
As of December 31, 2020, the outstanding balance and present value of financing
receivables are $1,980,982 and $1,756,319, respectively. As of January 1, 2020, the
outstanding balance and present value are $2,277,000 and $1,984,998, respectively.
For 2020, financing receivable income (expense), of $67,338 includes 2020 interest
income of $83,372 offset by new 2020 financing receivable costs of $16,034. For
2019, financing receivable income (expense), of $(1,561) includes 2019 interest
income of $83,966 offset by new 2020 financing receivable costs of $85,527.
The financing receivables are generally unsecured, non-interest bearing and have
repayment terms of up to 120 months. At December 31, 2020 and 2019, no financing
receivables were past due, impaired or on a non-accrual status and there is no
allowance for estimated credit losses.
Contract Liabilities (deferred revenue) – Contract liabilities (deferred revenue) primarily
relate to consideration received from customers (primarily annual software maintenance
and license agreements) in advance of delivery of the related goods and services.
Revenue is recognized over time on a straight-line basis.
During the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Company recognized over
time revenue of $2,051,589 and $1,764,995, respectively, that was included in the
corresponding deferred revenue balance at the beginning of the periods or through
monthly recognition.
Contract Costs – The Company incurs incremental costs to obtain a contract as well as
costs to fulfill contracts with customers that are expected to be recovered. These costs
consist primarily of sales commissions, which are incurred only if a contract is obtained,
and customer conversion or implementation-related costs. Contract costs are capitalized
and amortized on a straight-line basis over the life of the contract. Contract costs at
December 31, 2020 and 2019, are $2,983,489 and $2,427,883, respectively.
For the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, amortization of contract costs
totaled $251,058 and $243,591, respectively.
Net Revenues – Net revenues are summarized as follows:
2020
Revenue recognized at a point in time
Revenue recognized over time
Total revenue
Less direct costs
Net revenues

Income Taxes – Deferred taxes are provided on the liability method whereby deferred
tax assets are recognized for deductible temporary differences and loss carryforwards;
deferred tax liabilities are recognized for taxable temporary differences. Temporary
differences are the differences between the reported amounts of assets and liabilities
and their tax bases. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation allowance when,
in the opinion of management, it is more likely than not that some portion or all of the
deferred tax assets will not be realized. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are adjusted
for the effects of changes in tax laws and rates on the date of enactment.
The Company recognizes the financial effects of a tax position only when it believes
it can more likely than not support the position upon an examination by the relevant
tax authority. As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Company believes it does
not have any material uncertain tax positions.
Change in Accounting – Effective January 1, 2019, the Company adopted Revenue from
Contracts with Customers, and elected a modified retrospective adoption method and
applied the changes to all contracts as of January 1, 2019, with the cumulative effect of
the change reflected as a decrease to retained earnings in the amount of $290,441.
Revenue Streams – Generally, the Company enters into contracts of three to 12 years
in length. The Company generates revenue through the sale of processing services,
through a core service license agreement, equipment and supplies, maintenance
contracts, e-business services and other service products. The Company also records
revenue under certain contracts for postage, telecommunication, supplies, certain travel
and hardware costs, net of the related expenses (such expense amounts were
$6,990,110 and $6,512,984 in 2020 and 2019, respectively). Additionally,
the Company also has deconversion related fees.
Performance Obligations Recognized at a Point in Time – Processing revenue is
generated from transaction-based fees for electronic deposit and payment services,
electronic funds transfers and debit and credit card processing. The Company’s
arrangements for these services typically require the Company to provide specific
services on a when and if needed basis by processing an unspecified number of
transactions over the contractual term. Amounts of revenue allocated to these services
are recognized as those services are performed. Customers are typically billed
monthly for transactions processed during the month.
Hardware revenue is recognized upon delivery.
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2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

$132,388
82,645
12,003
8,481
7,774

Total rental expense for all operating leases was $348,402 and $451,433 for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
4. PROFIT SHARING PLAN
The Company has a Safe Harbor profit sharing plan, which includes a salary reduction
feature, under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan covers substantially
all employees of the Company. Benefits vest to individual participants at varying rates with
full vesting after the sixth year of service. The Company’s profit-sharing contribution is
determined annually by the Board of Directors. The Company will match the employee’s
salary reduction contribution to the plan up to 4% of the employee’s annual compensation. Company contributions to the plan were $1,077,687 and $953,079 for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
5. SELF INSURANCE
Effective in August 2020, the Company became partially self-insured for certain insurable
employee health care risks. The extent of the risk is subject to “stop loss” coverage
($2,597,775 aggregate and $50,000 individual), and management does not believe
the Company would be exposed to any significant risk above what it would pay had the
Company had a traditional insurance plan. Management estimates outstanding, unpaid
obligations, included in accrued expenses, totaling $13,608, net of prepaid premiums of
$70,278 at December 31, 2020.
6. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
In March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global
pandemic, prompting governmental actions to slow the spread of the disease, including
mandates for businesses to close and for people to remain at home. These mandates
have contributed to a major contraction of the global economy and substantial job losses.
The Company is actively managing its risks and the pandemic has not had a significant
impact on revenues and the day-to-day operations of the Company. While the Company
does not have widespread concern with its suppliers at the present time, customers,
vendors and employees are at risk of disruption from the continued spread of the virus,
which could result in business interruption or some unknown form of disruption to the
financial services industry.
7. ACQUISITIONS AND DIVESTITURE

39,820,703
6,512,984

$ 35,970,339 $ 33,307,719

Accounting Standards not yet Adopted – Leases eliminate the concept of operating
leases and include substantial changes for accounting by lessees; existing operating
leases and all new leases, unless immaterial, will require balance sheet recognition
(right to use asset and lease liability). The standard is expected to be effective for the
Company with its 2022 year. The Company is evaluating the potential effects on the
financial statements.
Subsequent Events – Subsequent events have been evaluated through January 20, 2021,
which is the date that these audited financial statements were available to be issued.
2. INCOME TAXES
Deferred tax assets (liabilities) consist of the following at December 31, 2020 and 2019:
2020

The Company leases office space and equipment from unrelated parties. Lease terms
vary in duration and include various option periods. The leases generally require the
Company to pay taxes, maintenance and insurance. Future minimum lease payments
under noncancelable operating leases, with initial terms in excess of one year, as of
December 31, 2020, are as follows:

2019

$ 40,908,860 $ 38,055,708
2,051,589
1,764,995
42,960,449
6,990,110

3. OPERATING LEASES

2019

Property, equipment and software
Prepaid expenses
Acquisition costs
Financing receivables
State tax credits carryforward

$(207,000)
(394,000)
19,000
74,000
23,000

$(284,000)
(465,000)
13,000
-176,000

Deferred tax liabilities

$(485,000)

$(560,000)

As of December 31, 2020, the Company has Kansas High Performance Incentive
Program credits and Kansas research and development tax credits of $23,000 (begin
to expire in 2030). Realization of the tax credits is dependent upon future taxable income
during the period prior to when the credits are scheduled to expire. Management
believes the credits will be utilized prior to expiration; therefore, no valuation allowance
is provided.
Income tax expense for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019 is as follows:
Current
Deferred

2020
$1,076,000
(75,000)

2019
$780,000
92,000

Total

$1,001,000

$872,000

On April 14, 2020, the Company acquired software assets of an unrelated business for a
total of $2,500,000. The results of these transactions and the operations of the acquisition
have been included in the Company’s financial statements from the date of the
acquisition. The Company recorded the purchase price allocation based on the estimated
fair value of the assets acquired and allocated the entire purchase price to software.
From time-to-time, the Company will sell software assets. On November 30, 2020, the
Company sold software assets for a net total of $2,000,000 less $50,000 of selling costs
resulting in a gain on sale of $700,000 that is included in gain (loss) on disposal of
software and equipment included in the accompanying statement of income.
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Here’s to bidding farewell to 2020 and
hoping we’ll all see a return to more normality in 2021.

